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The Board considers whether the UAW International Executive Board’s decision 
to impose an administratorship over UAW Local Union 239 was justified under the 
International Constitution. 

 
FACTS 

 
UAW Local Union 239 is located in Baltimore, Maryland.  Appellant Robert 

DiNatale was Local President and an active member.  Appellant Jeff McClean was Local 
Financial Secretary and a retiree member.  Appellant Eugene DiNatale was Recording 
Secretary and a retiree member.  Eugene DiNatale was also employed by the Local as a 
full-time property manager.  He is the father of Robert DiNatale.1 

 

 
1 Record, p. 18. 
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 Local 239 is an amalgamated local.2  The Local represents workers at the General 
Motors (GM) powertrain plant in White Marsh, Maryland.  In November 2018, GM 
announced that it would close its Maryland plant, which employed approximately 200 
workers represented by the Local.3  The Local also represents a handful of workers at 
Murray Corporation.4  In the past, the Local was significantly larger and, as a result, has 
a sizeable retiree chapter.5 
 
 On May 22, 2019, the Local’s GM Unit Chairperson Guy White sent an email to 
International President Gary Jones.6  White raised a number of allegations of financial 
improprieties and failure to adhere to democratic practices on the part of the Local 
Executive Board.  He complained that Eugene DiNatale was paid $45,000 per year as 
the Local’s property manager, despite his position as an officer and the fact that most 
maintenance was handled by a catering company which rented space at the union hall.  
White also claimed that the Executive Board had voted to pay full-time wages to President 
Robert DiNatale following his lay-off from GM without obtaining proper membership 
authorization.  In addition, White took issue with the Executive Board’s handling of the 
proposed sale of the union hall, alleging that there was insufficient oversight by the Local’s 
Trustees and a failure to report to the membership on the proposed terms. 
 
 In response to White’s email, the International Union assigned Auditor Gert Hahn 
to perform an audit of the Local.7  Hahn presented her audit findings on July 19, 2019.8  
The audit covered the period from July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019.9  Hahn made 
several significant findings in the course of her audit.  First, she discovered that the Local 
had transferred $200,000 from its General Fund to its Retired Workers Chapter Fund in 
December 2018.  She wrote: 
 

“The fund balances of UAW 239 have been consistent until December 2018.  
At the end of December 2018 $200,000 was transferred from the General 
Fund to the Retired Workers Chapter Fund.  There is no documentation and 
this action was not brought to the general membership for any type of 
discussion.  These monies will be immediately transferred back to the 
General Fund.  Since the General Fund is generated from dues dollars from 
active membership this money can not be transferred without prior approval 
of the Regional Director.”10 

 Second, Hahn reported that the Local had made unauthorized or otherwise 
impermissible payments to all three Appellants.  With respect to Jeff McClean, she 

 
2 Record, p. 29. 
3 Record, pp. 82, 366. 
4 Record, p. 366. 
5 Local 239 formerly represented employees at the Baltimore truck plant which closed in 2008.  Record, p. 
82. 
6 Record, pp. 18-20. 
7 Record, p. 367. 
8 Record, p. 369. 
9 Record, p. 22. 
10 Record, p. 23. 
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reported that the Local had begun paying McClean an hourly wage for his officer duties 
before the required change to the Local’s bylaws was approved by the membership.11  
She determined that McClean should repay $2,964.88 to the Local.  Hahn also concluded 
that the payments to Eugene DiNatale for work as a Building Manager were improper.  
She wrote: 
 

“There is no language or contract to make payments to a Building manager.  
It is unclear when this practice started but for the period of this audit Eugene 
Dinatale was paid $44,184.00.  This is a violation of the Administrative 
Letter 50 volume 3 and the UAW Constitution Article 46 (necessary 
expenses).  The position of Building manager would not be considered a 
necessary expense within the meaning[] of this article.  The local is to 
immediately cease this practice and stop all payments to Eugene 
Dinatale.”12 

Hahn also found that the Local had made impermissible payments to Robert DiNatale. 
 

“The bylaws of UAW Local 239 are very specific that the president is to be 
paid solely and completely by the facility that they are employed at.  Not 
only did Robert Dinatale receive a president’s wage from May 6, 2019 to 
June 9, 2019 which is not permissible according to the bylaws. He was also 
on lay off status from General Motors, he would have been eligible and 
receiving sub benefits and Maryland Unemployment compensation.  Not 
only is this a violation of the bylaws this could be considered theft and 
defrauding the Unemployment fund.  The amount of $5,218.16 needs [to 
be] repaid immediately.”13 

 In addition to these improper payments, Hahn found that the Local was owed 
money by the catering company leasing space in the union hall.14  Local 239 had entered 
a five-year lease agreement with Superior Catering.  Under the terms of the lease, 
Superior Catering was responsible for all utility bills for water and gas.  Hahn’s audit 
showed that the Local had failed to collect $11,882.42 from Superior Catering to cover 
these utilities. 
 
 Lastly, Hahn noted in her audit report that the Local’s meeting minutes were 
deficient in several respects.  She concluded: 
 

“UAW 239 has been very lax in maintaining complete membership meeting 
records or properly making motions.  It is unclear with the minutes which is 
true.”15 

 
11 Record, p. 24. 
12 Record, p. 24. 
13 Record, p. 24. 
14 Record, p. 24. 
15 Record, p. 23. 
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Upon the completion of the audit, Hahn and Administrative Assistant to the 
President Mark Liburdi met with the Appellants on July 19, 2019 to review the audit 
findings.16  Hahn and Liburdi discussed with Appellants the lack of meeting minutes 
reflecting proper approval for payments and the movement of funds from the General 
Fund.  Hahn reports that Eugene DiNatale responded by offering to write such approval 
into the Local’s meeting minutes at that point.  Hahn and Liburdi advised him that would 
not be appropriate.  Hahn also advised Appellants that improper payments would need 
to be repaid to the Local and that $200,000 needed to be returned to the General Fund 
from the Retired Workers Chapter Fund.   

 
Immediately following the audit exit interview, Regional Director Mitchell Smith 

directed the Local to add International Servicing Representative Dave Perkins as a 
signatory on its bank accounts.17  At first, McClean agreed to do so.  When Perkins and 
McClean arrived at the bank, however, McClean received a phone call from someone.  
McClean then told Perkins that he would not add him to the accounts and left.   

 
Based on the audit findings and these subsequent events, International Secretary-

Treasurer Ray Curry issued notice to the Local and Appellants on July 19, 2019.18  The 
notice advised that a hearing to determine whether to place the Local in administratorship 
pursuant to Article 12, §3 of the International Constitution was scheduled for July 26, 2019 
at the Westin Detroit Metropolitan Airport.  The notice detailed the reasons for the hearing, 
including the payments to Appellants and the movement of $200,000 from the General 
Fund, each without proper approval in meeting minutes.  The notice also asserted that 
the Local had entered into a contract for the sale of its building without first obtaining an 
appraisal or soliciting multiple bids and without providing information to the membership 
regarding the progress of the sale.  The letter advised Appellants regarding the hearing 
procedures, which provided a full opportunity to submit testimonial evidence, exhibits, and 
argument both in writing and orally.   

 
On July 24, 2019, counsel for Local 239, Henry L. Belsky, sent a letter to the 

International Union, advising that the Local and the Appellants would not attend the 
scheduled hearing.  Counsel cited three reasons for the refusal to appear: (1) “[t]he 
shortness of time regarding notification of the hearing”; (2) “[f]ailure of the International 
UAW to provide the names of the people making these scurrilous allegations”; and (3) 
“[t]he lack of supported documentation regarding said allegations.”19  Counsel suggested 
that the hearing should be conducted in Baltimore to facilitate the attendance of fact 
witnesses, but did not suggest an alternate date for the hearing.  Counsel also attached 
a written response to the International Union’s claims.20  He indicated that Appellants had 
documentation to support their response but did not provide any documents at that time.21 

 
16 Record, p. 369. 
17 Record, p. 369. 
18 Record, pp. 4-6. 
19 Record, p. 7. 
20 Record, pp. 8-13. 
21 Record, p. 7. 
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The written response addressed each reason for the hearing contained in the 
Secretary-Treasurer’s notice letter.  With respect to the payments to Jeff McClean as 
Financial Secretary, Appellants asserted that the Local’s bylaws were properly amended 
to provide for such payments.22  Appellants argued that the payments to Local President 
Robert DiNatale were approved by the Executive Board and vote of the membership, and 
that they had been advised by Regional Director Smith that the payments were 
permissible with such approval.23  Appellants also argued that the payments were not 
inconsistent with the Local’s bylaws.  In terms of Eugene DiNatale’s employment as 
property manager, Appellants argued that the Local hired him in 1996 with proper 
authorization from the Executive Board and membership, at a point in time when he did 
not hold an officer position.24  They asserted that he provided necessary services to the 
Local. 

 
Appellants also addressed the $200,000 transfer from the General Fund, 

maintaining that the matter was approved by the Executive Board and the membership.25  
They indicated that the transfer was made with the understanding that the money would 
remain separate and be returned to the General Fund in the event that the Maryland GM 
plant secured a new product.  Lastly, Appellants addressed the sale of the union hall.26  
They claimed that the matter had been under consideration for several years and fully 
discussed with the Executive Board and membership.  They stated that a professional 
appraisal had been performed by a reputable company.  Appellants explained that the 
closure of the GM plant had added urgency to the sale process since the Local realized 
that it would lack sufficient dues income to maintain the property.  Under the Local’s lease 
agreement, Superior Catering had a right of first refusal to purchase the property and had 
decided to exercise that option. 

 
Despite Appellants’ refusal to attend, the International Union went forward with the 

hearing as scheduled.27  Regional Director Smith presented the reasons for imposing an 
administratorship.  Hahn, Liburdi, and Perkins also gave testimony.  The IEB was 
provided with exhibits in support of Auditor Hahn’s findings, as well as the letter from the 
Local’s counsel responding to the allegations against Appellants.28 

 
On July 29, 2019, the IEB adopted a resolution appointing Director Smith as the 

Administrator for Local 239.29  The administratorship was found necessary under Article 
12, §3(a) to “prevent or correct corruption or financial malpractice,” §3(c) to “restore 
democratic procedures” within the Local, and §3(d) to “assure carrying out the legitimate 
objectives of [the] International Union.”30  The Administrator was granted full power to act 

 
22 Record, p. 8. 
23 Record, pp. 8-9. 
24 Record, pp. 10-11. 
25 Record, p. 11. 
26 Record, pp. 11-12. 
27 Record, p. 371. 
28 Record, pp. 14-73. 
29 Record, pp. 75-77. 
30 Record, p. 75. 
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under Article 12, §3, including discretionary authority to remove officers, representatives, 
and employees of the Local.  On the same day, notice of the administratorship was issued 
to Appellants and the Local.31  On the next day, Director Smith ordered the immediate 
removal of all Local officers, with the exception of the Local Trustees.32 

 
By letter received by the International President’s office on August 13, 2019, 

Appellants appealed the IEB’s decision to impose an administratorship to the Public 
Review Board (PRB).33  On September 11, 2019, the International Union forwarded the 
appeal to the PRB and it was promptly docketed.34 

 
On October 7, 2019, Appellants submitted an additional written statement 

responding to the IEB’s resolution.35  They also submitted voluminous documents in 
support, much of which appeared to consist of materials not previously provided to the 
International Union.36  For example, Appellants submitted fairly detailed minutes for 
Executive Board, general membership, and retiree chapter meetings held throughout 
2018 and 2019.  These minutes described matters that the International Union had found 
lacking in proper documentation.  Appellants also provided two appraisals for the union 
hall, one performed in 2017 by a real estate appraisal firm retained by the Local, and the 
other done in 2019 by a firm engaged by Superior Catering.   

 
The PRB originally scheduled a hearing in this matter for March 28, 2020, which 

was cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  However, the Board received responses 
to written questions from the parties, as well as additional briefing from the Appellants.  In 
matters of significance, such as an administratorship, the Board generally would not issue 
a decision before conducting a hearing, but we ultimately decided that the prompt 
resolution of this matter required that we proceed without oral argument. 

 
ARGUMENT 

 
A. Robert DiNatale, Jeff McClean and Eugene DiNatale: 

 
On July 19, 2019, we received a letter from the International Secretary-Treasurer 

informing us that there would be a hearing on July 26, 2019, at the airport in Detroit, 
Michigan, and that we and any witnesses should attend.  After checking airfare, it was 
determined that it would cost Local 239 over $4,000 to send such members there.  Based 
on the allegations in the letter from the Secretary-Treasurer, we felt it better to retain a 
lawyer, and respond with a letter addressing the charges, which we did.  We requested 
that the IEB come to Baltimore to interview anyone that they or we felt would have 
pertinent information to answer the allegations against Local 239.  The only response we 

 
31 Record, p. 74. 
32 Record, p. 78. 
33 Record, pp. 79-87. 
34 Record, pp. 90, 91-94. 
35 Record, pp. 97-100. 
36 Record, pp. 101-363. 
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received was a letter from the Secretary-Treasurer stating that an Administrator had been 
appointed. 

 
We were not told by the IEB who made the allegations against us prior to the 

hearing, but none are true.  Also, we are in possession of emails from Region 8 Secretary 
Sharon Rodowsky, Auditor Kevin Pack, and Auditor Gert Hahn, which indicate that the 
International Union had planned on taking this action for quite some time.37  It seems the 
only purpose was to take control of Local 239 funds and assets because they did not want 
to leave control of funds and assets to the Local’s retirees following the closure of the GM 
plant.  The International Union also sent Administrative Assistant Liburdi to Baltimore to 
interview several disgruntled members at the powertrain plant, including Shop Committee 
Chairperson Guy White.  Liburdi made no attempt to interview or get statements from any 
Executive Board members, nor did he ask to speak with any other Local 239 members to 
determine if the accusations under investigation had merit.   

 
We will address each of the specific charges cited in the IEB’s resolution imposing 

the administratorship.  The International contends that Local 239 has been paying lost 
time and wages to its Recording Secretary and Financial Secretary that are not specified 
in the Local bylaws.  In fact, Local 239 has never paid lost time and wages to its Recording 
Secretary or Financial Secretary.  The Region 8 Secretary, Sharon Rodowsky, has been 
the paid bookkeeper for Local 239 for many years, and she prepares all the Local’s 
checks.  She would have refused to prepare such payment for lost time and wages for a 
retiree, and the Recording Secretary and Financial Secretary are both retirees.  
Rodowsky did prepare checks for the Financial Secretary, up to a maximum of 8 hours 
per week, as was approved in the bylaws.  This bylaw change was properly authorized 
by the general membership and retiree chapter in 2018.  The bylaw change states that if 
the Financial Secretary is an active employee the Local is authorized to pay up to 8 hours 
of lost time per week, and if the Financial Secretary is a retiree, the Local would pay up 
to 8 hours at $20.00 per hour.  Because our Financial Secretary is a retiree, there is no 
lost time paid. The bylaw change was authorized effective January 1, 2018, and that is 
the only period during which we have paid the Local’s Financial Secretary.   

 
The International also contends that the Local improperly paid lost time and wages 

to its President.  Local 239 paid its President from May 5, 2019 through June 7, 2019.  
During a banquet at the UAW Region 8 Retiree Conference, Regional Director Smith sat 
at the table with Local President Robert DiNatale, Recording Secretary Eugene DiNatale, 
and other Local 239 officers.  Recording Secretary DiNatale asked Smith whether Local 
239 could pay its President through the next General Membership meeting because the 
Local anticipated that many members would have concerns due to the plant closing.  
Director Smith stated that the President could be paid through the next meeting with 
approval of the Local 239 Executive Board and membership.  During meetings held in 
May and June 2019, these approvals were obtained. 

 
37 No such emails were included in the documents submitted by Appellants to the PRB, nor are they 
otherwise contained within the Record. 
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International Auditor Hahn claims that Local 239 violated its bylaws by paying the 
President.   Article 11, §5 of the bylaws states: “Effective with the installation and swearing 
in of the Elected President of UAW Local 239 at the June 2008 Union Meeting, the UAW 
Local 239 Presidents wages shall be determined and paid solely and completely by the 
facility that he/she is employed at.”  This language was added in 2008 because previously 
Local 239 paid its President the salary of a UAW Regional Representative.  When the 
Baltimore Truck Plant closed, the Executive Board and membership felt we could not 
continue to afford such payments since the powertrain plant was reduced to 
approximately 200 active employees.  However, since 2008 there have been instances 
when the Local paid its President for various reasons to benefit the membership.  Auditor 
Hahn interprets the Local’s bylaws to mean that the only monies the President can receive 
must come from his or her employer.  If that were the case, the Local could never pay for 
its President to attend conferences or other outside functions. 

 
 We reject the International Union’s claim that the Local Union has been paying 
excessive wages to its elected Recording Secretary to work as a Building Manager 
without proper approval.  In the distant past, Local 239 employed secretaries, custodians, 
lawncare and snow removal companies, as well as contracting for needed electrical and 
plumbing work.  Since we are UAW and believe in treating employees as we want to be 
treated, the Local not only provided wages, but healthcare and contributions toward a 
retirement fund for all employees.  In 1996, the Local’s custodian quit.  The Local 
President at the time told the Executive Board that he wanted to hire a retiree to replace 
the custodian in order to save the Local money in terms of healthcare and retirement 
costs.  There are Executive Board minutes reflecting this discussion.  The Local hired 
Eugene DiNatale, at that time a recent retiree and former Benefit Representative, who is 
also a trained electrician and plumber and has his own snow removal equipment.  With 
proper approval of the Executive Board and membership, Eugene DiNatale was initially 
paid $15.00 per hour, and since that time he has received one increase to $20.00 per 
hour.  Eugene DiNatale did not accept the Recording Secretary position until 2008, at 
least 12 years after he was hired as the Building Manager, and even then accepted the 
position only because no one else wanted to serve. 
 

Since the sale of the union hall has not settled yet, the Local is still obligated to 
clean, repair lights, toilets, sinks, and electrical, including necessary maintenance and 
repairs to satisfy the lease contract with Superior Catering.  Eugene DiNatale also acts 
as a secretary, handling calls and helping members with benefit issues.  The amount paid 
to the Building Manager is not excessive in light of the amount of work to be done.  The 
Local’s building is very old, and requires constant upkeep and repairs, as well as 
maintaining the property and parking lot for Superior Catering.  If the Local had to hire 
others to perform all these functions, we believe the total cost would exceed what the 
Local has paid Eugene DiNatale.   

 
 The International Union’s accusation that the Local moved $200,000 from its 
General Fund to its Retired Workers Chapter Fund without membership approval is also 
incorrect.  The transfer was discussed at the Executive Board meeting on December 9, 
2018 and approved overwhelmingly.  The transfer was also discussed at the December 
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9, 2018 General Membership meeting, and approved by vote.  The stated reason for the 
transfer was the announced closure of the powertrain plant.  However, it was stipulated 
that the money would be transferred back to the active workers’ fund if GM decided to 
award a new product to the powertrain plant.  There was never any attempt to hide or 
comingle funds.  In fact, the Financial Secretary was instructed to keep an accurate 
account of the funds in case a transfer back was required.  
 
 The International Union also maintains that the Local entered into a contract for 
the sale of its building without first obtaining an appraisal of the property or soliciting 
multiple offers, and without keeping the membership informed.  This is false.  The possible 
sale of the union hall has been discussed for several years by the full Executive Board 
and the membership, both active and retired.  After GM announced the closure of the 
powertrain plant, the Local’s leadership felt that it was time to pursue selling the hall 
because eventually the Local would not be able to sustain the expense of taxes, utilities, 
and repairs.  At its November 2018 meeting, the Executive Board discussed selling the 
property so that funds would be available for the Local’s retirees as long as possible, even 
perhaps indefinitely by investing the money from the sale.  It was discussed that all of this 
would be shared with the membership at the December 2018 meeting. 
 

In addition, Recording Secretary Eugene DiNatale had had a prior conversation 
with Secretary-Treasurer Curry and told him that Local 239 had decided to pursue the 
sale of our property because we would not be able to afford it once the powertrain plant 
was closed.  The Recording Secretary had the same conversation with Regional Director 
Smith.  Both Curry and Smith stated that the Local would need Executive Board and 
membership approval, both of which we have. 

 
The Local had a comprehensive professional appraisal performed by a reputable 

company at the cost of $3,500.  Local 239 was offered $1.2 million from a potential buyer, 
with three years of rent-free office and hall space for our meetings.  However, the lease 
agreement with Superior Catering includes the right of first refusal to buy, and they chose 
to exercise that right.  All this information was shared constantly with the Executive Board 
and the sale was discussed at the December 2018 General Membership meeting.  
Members had questions about continued access to meeting space, particularly with 
respect to the monthly lunch for retirees, and about what would happen if GM announced 
a new product.  In the end, the membership voted to approve moving forward with the 
sale.  The sale was discussed again at subsequent membership meetings in February, 
March, April, and May 2019. 

 
The sale was also discussed at the Retiree Executive Board meeting in December 

2018 and presented to the retired membership for approval since they have a right to vote 
on such issues.  Many retirees were very emotional about the prospect of losing the Local 
union hall for meetings and monthly meals and as a place to meet and mingle with past 
co-workers and friends. The retiree chapter monthly meetings are attended by 200 to 400 
members.  The sale was discussed again at the retiree chapter meetings in February, 
March, April, and May 2019. 
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In closing, the Local’s officers, Executive Board, and membership declare that 
there were never any actions taken that should be construed as ethics violations.  Local 
239 has a history dating back to 1935.  We pride ourselves on being good UAW members, 
endorsing the UAW agenda, and especially on honesty and integrity in all matters.  Local 
239 is asking the PRB to reverse all actions taken by the IEB and to restore our duly-
elected officials.  None of our officers are crooks or thieves, but they have been made to 
feel like such with the actions taken against them.  Also, Local 239 had always assumed 
that, if and when we had no active membership, the International Union would work with 
our officers and membership to make sure we always had the ability to maintain our 
retiree chapter, and all the required funds for doing so until we no longer have retired 
members. 

 
B. International Union, UAW: 

 
The IEB's decision to place Local 239 into administratorship was appropriate under 

Article 12, §3, as the evidence presented at the hearing clearly showed that the Local 
engaged in financial malpractice and undemocratic procedures and refused to carry out 
legitimate objectives of the International Union.  The Local did not provide any evidence 
to the contrary during the audit or the administratorship proceedings, and Appellants’ 
arguments on appeal are mostly a regurgitation of the Local’s pre-hearing position 
statement, which must be rejected.   

 
Article 12, §3 provides that the IEB, after hearing and by a two-thirds vote, may 

“reorganize or disband the chartered subordinate body, revoke the charter, suspend any 
officer or officers from office and/or take over supervision of the chartered body until its 
affairs have been properly adjusted.”  Article 12, §3 provides four possible grounds for 
taking such action.  Relevant here, the IEB may impose an administratorship “[w]here 
necessary to: (a) prevent or correct corruption or financial malpractice; . . . (c) restore 
democratic procedures within any chartered subordinate body; or, (d) otherwise assure 
carrying out the legitimate objectives of this International Union by such subordinate 
body.”  Here, the IEB’s decision to place an administrator over Local 239 was supported 
by all three of these prongs. 

 
With regard to preventing or correcting corruption or financial malpractice, the audit 

of the Local’s finances disclosed payments to its President, Financial Secretary, and 
Recording Secretary that were not set forth in the Local’s bylaws, in violation of UAW 
Administrative Letter Vol. 50, No. 3’s clear dictate that payments to officers and members 
must be set forth in the bylaws.  In addition, the full-time property manager wages paid to 
Eugene DiNatale appeared grossly disproportionate to the amount of work available to 
maintain the Local’s building or handle its affairs, given that its membership had dwindled 
substantially, suggesting that paying him over $44,000 annually was inconsistent with the 
financial practices provisions of the Ethical Practices Codes.  Also relevant to financial 
corruption or malpractice is the Local’s unauthorized movement of $200,000 from its 
General Fund - which is supported by dues collected from active members - to its Retired 
Workers Chapter Fund, which, per Article 16, §9 of the Constitution, is “to be used only 
to promote and support programs benefiting retired members.”  Finally, the lack of 
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transparency on the part of some Local officers regarding the sale of the hall, including 
their failure to keep the membership apprised of progress or provide evidence of an 
appraisal or other documents to Hahn during the audit suggested financial malpractice, if 
not corruption. 

 
With respect to the restoration of democratic procedures, the evidence presented 

at the IEB’s hearing demonstrated that the membership did not approve changes to the 
Local’s bylaws before the Local began making wage payments to Appellant McClean.  In 
fact, those payments began before even the Local Executive Board had approved them, 
as well as before the issue was brought to the membership.  The evidence presented at 
the hearing also demonstrated that the Local never attempted to change its bylaws to 
allow for Appellant Robert DiNatale’s pay in May and June 2019, or the property manager 
wages paid to Appellant Eugene DiNatale.  Moreover, there is no evidence in the Local’s 
meeting minutes that the payments to Robert DiNatale or Eugene DiNatale were even 
informally approved by the membership without a bylaw change.  Accordingly, in addition 
to violating UAW Administrative Letter Vol. 50, No. 3, these payments are also 
inconsistent with Article 46, §1 of the Constitution, which provides that “[t]he funds of each 
Local Union shall be used to defray all necessary expenses which must be approved by 
the Local Union in regular meeting.”   

 
The lack of bylaw changes or membership approval for payments to three Local 

Executive Board members demonstrates a serious lack of democratic procedures within 
the Local that necessitated administratorship.  Likewise, the lack of any evidence in 
meeting minutes that either the Executive Board or the membership approved the transfer 
of $200,000 from the General Fund to the Retired Workers Chapter Fund shows that 
some of the Local’s officers were acting in an undemocratic fashion, as does the lack of 
evidence that the Local kept the entire Executive Board or the membership informed 
about the details of the sale of the hall.  Further compounding this lack of democracy was 
Appellant Eugene DiNatale’s offer to Hahn and Liburdi to conduct a post-hoc rewriting of 
the Local’s meeting minutes in an effort to make it appear that issues had been discussed 
or approved.  And, finally, the Local’s refusal, after direction from Regional Director Smith, 
to put International Representative Perkins on the Local’s bank accounts also supports 
an administratorship to restore democratic procedures.  See, e.g., Grima v. Regional 
Director, 14 PRB 60, 76 (2008) (recognizing that “outright defiance of a specific directive 
from the International Union” may be sufficient to impose administratorship to restore 
democratic procedures under Article 12, §3(c)). 

 
The same improprieties supporting an administratorship under Article 12, §3(a) 

and (c) also supported the IEB’s decision to impose an administratorship to assure the 
carrying out of legitimate International Union objectives under §3(d).  The Local’s 
repeated failure to conform the wages paid to its officers to the dictates of UAW 
Administrative Letter Vol. 50, No. 3, its expenditure and transfer of funds in a manner 
inconsistent with the Ethical Practices Codes and with Article 46, §1, its refusal to provide 
information about the sale of the hall during the audit, and its refusal to comply with an 
order from the Regional Director all demonstrate that the IEB acted appropriately under 
Article 12, §3(d).   
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As noted above, most of the arguments presented in Appellants’ appeal to the PRB 
were previously made in the Local’s pre-hearing position statement.  However, the Local’s 
pre-hearing position statement did not include any documents or other evidence to 
support the claims made.  Regarding lost time paid to Robert DiNatale, the Local’s 
position statement claimed that its Executive Board and membership approved these 
payments.  However, the Local’s response ignored the bylaws, which were not amended 
to allow payments to the Local President in the manner paid to DiNatale in May and June 
2019.  As provided in UAW Administrative Letter Vol. 50, No. 3, which was cited in the 
notice of hearing: “THE LOCAL UNION CAN ONLY PAY MEMBERS THAT WHICH IS 
SPECIFICALLY LISTED IN THE LOCAL UNION BYLAWS.”  The Local also claims that 
Director Smith somehow approved payment of wages to Robert DiNatale, because at a 
Region 8 retiree conference dinner, Eugene DiNatale asked whether the Local could 
make these payments, and Smith responded that if the local had membership and 
Executive Board approval it could do so.  However, even if this were an accurate 
description of a conversation with Director Smith, and leaving aside the lack of 
consistency with the bylaws, the minutes from the Local’s subsequent Executive Board 
and membership meetings do not reflect that these wages were approved by either body. 

 
The Local’s position statement also disputed the excessiveness of paying 

Recording Secretary Eugene DiNatale full-time property manager wages of over $44,000 
annually, without addressing the Local’s dwindling membership or its effect on the usage 
of the hall.  More importantly, the Local’s response failed to address the fact that 
DiNatale’s wages were not set forth in the bylaws.  Once again, Administrative Letter Vol. 
50, No. 3 provides that “[i]f the local union pays member(s) a salary, the local union bylaws 
must specify the amount” and “raises, if any,” and that “[c]ompensation given to local 
union officials must be detailed in the bylaws . . . If it is not in the bylaws, then it is not a 
proper expenditure of local union funds.”  The Local’s response failed to address the 
financial practices set forth in the UAW Ethical Practices Codes.  Section 1 of the Codes 
provides that “Local Unions shall conduct their proprietary functions, including all 
contracts . . . for rendering housekeeping services in accordance with the practice of well-
run institutions “  Section 3 states: “There shall be no contracts . . . for rendering services 
which will result in the personal profit or advantage of any officer or representative of the 
Union.”  

 
With respect to the transfer of $200,000 from the General Fund to the Retired 

Workers Chapter Fund, the Local’s position statement argued that it was approved by the 
Executive Board in December 2018, and that “our Financial Secretary was instructed to 
make sure the retiree funds and the general fund remain separate and if and (sic) our 
International Union secures a new product for the Powertrain plant in Whitemarsh, 
Maryland, then every penny of that money would be moved back to the general fund.”  
However, the December 2018 Executive Board meeting minutes make no reference to 
this issue, and there is no evidence that the transfer was brought before or approved by 
the membership.  Furthermore, the Local’s claim that it intended to move the funds back 
if a product was secured for the GM plant begs the question of why the local moved the 
funds in the first place, if its intention was not to use active members’ dues dollars for 
retiree activities.   
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Finally, with respect to the sale of the hall, the Local claimed in its position 
statement that it obtained a professional appraisal of the property, and that it was keeping 
the Executive Board and membership apprised of the sale.  However, the local refused 
to provide Hahn with any appraisal or more than minimal information about the sale.  
Other than the December 2018 membership meeting minutes reflecting membership 
approval to sell the hall, no subsequent minutes reflected that the full Executive Board or 
membership had any further discussion or updates about the sale. 

 
On appeal, Appellants add a few new arguments that also fail to counter the 

considerable evidence supporting the IEB’s decision to impose an administratorship.  
First, Appellants now claim that Eugene DiNatale’s wages as property manager were fine 
because he was in this position for some time, and no prior International Union audit 
questioned his serving in that role.  However, this Board recently recognized that the 
International Union’s failure to uncover an issue during one audit does not mean that it 
must forever after turn a blind eye to the problem.  See Edwards v. IEB, PRB Case No. 
1797, at 10-11 (Aug. 14, 2019).  Second, Appellants argue that if payments made to them 
were improper, so were wages that the Local paid to Rodowsky to act as its bookkeeper.  
That argument completely ignores the terms of UAW Administrative Letter Vol. 50, No. 3, 
which requires that payments made to officers and members of the local union must be 
in the bylaws.  Unlike Appellants, Rodowsky is neither an officer nor a member of Local 
239.  Furthermore, even if the Local had acted improperly in paying wages to Rodowsky 
- which it did not - the old adage “two wrongs don’t make a right” would be apt and would 
not justify improper payments to Appellants. 

 
In summary, the IEB was presented with clear evidence that Local 239 paid wages 

to three of its officers that were inconsistent with the bylaws and not approved by the 
membership; moved substantial money from its General Fund to its Retired Workers 
Chapter Fund without Executive Board or membership approval; ignored legitimate 
directives of the International Union, as set forth in the constitution and Administrative 
Letters and made verbally by International officials; and a few of its officers failed to keep 
the Executive Board or membership apprised of the details of the sale of the local hall, a 
significant financial matter. 

 
C. Rebuttal by Robert DiNatale, Jeff McClean and Eugene DiNatale: 

 
We have received a copy of the International Union’s position statement to the 

PRB and would like to provide the following comments.  The International Union states 
that on May 22, 2019, Local Chairperson Guy White sent a lengthy email to the 
International President, making a number of disturbing allegations of financial 
improprieties at Local 239.  White characterized the property manager job held by Eugene 
DiNatale, as a “no show job.”  We find this allegation extremely disturbing because the 
only way White could know whether our Building Manager was on-site and working is if 
White was actually at the union hall to witness his absence.  But White is rarely present 
at the union hall, and instead spends his time attending to a side business while on union 
time paid for by GM.   The International Union believed the accusations from White, while 
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failing to interview persons who could attest to the time spent by the Building Manager 
performing his duties.   

 
White also alleged that the Local improperly paid lost time to Robert DiNatale after 

he was laid off from GM.  But White was present when the Executive Board and the 
membership approved paying Robert DiNatale during the period in question.  We have 
stated before that our bylaws were not intended to preclude our President from being out 
of the plant and paid lost time. GM was never going to pay our President to represent 
Murray Corporation, or to attend UAW conferences or take care of other matters at the 
union hall as the membership and Executive Board determined was necessary.  

 
As to White’s accusation that Eugene DiNatale and possibly two other retirees 

were handling the sale of the building, this is another lie.   Every member of the Executive 
Board had the ability and right to be involved and every one of them, including White, 
were informed every step of the way.  We also think it is important to note White’s 
motivation for making his allegations.  At one of the Local Executive Board meetings, 
White asked the Executive Board to approve his daughter’s company to handle the sale 
of the building and property.  White stated that this company would tear down the building, 
and sell off parcels, and the Local would receive payments only after a parcel sold. The 
Executive Board voted against this, feeling that it would be a conflict of interest, and not 
the best course for us to take to realize immediate money from the sale.  This resulted in 
White getting extremely upset with the Executive Board. This is when White’s personal 
vendetta against Robert DiNatale, Eugene DiNatale, and Jeff McClean began.  

 
With regard to the union hall, there was no attempt to deceive anyone, and all the 

proper people were informed that the Local would probably have to pursue a sale.  Auditor 
Hahn has stated that she asked the Financial Secretary, Jeff McClean, for a copy of the 
appraisal and he said that he could not provide one.  This is true, but Hahn makes it sound 
like he was hiding something when in fact McClean told her that the Local’s lawyer, Henry 
Belsky, had the appraisal.  Hahn also stated that the caterer was in arrears on rent and 
utility obligations under the existing lease agreement, raising questions about whether the 
sale to her was financially prudent.  If the International Union thought selling the property 
to the caterer was not financially prudent, then why did they continue with the sale after 
announcing the administratorship? 

 
Hahn also stated that she and Administrative Assistant Liburdi told Recording 

Secretary Eugene DiNatale that the Local’s minutes lacked proper approval for payments 
and the movement of funds.  She claims that Eugene DiNatale offered to amend the 
minutes on the spot.  Eugene DiNatale disputes that statement.  However, anyone who 
has ever performed the Recording Secretary position knows that it is a difficult position 
and to remember everything said by everyone is nearly impossible.  It is not unusual to 
ask other officers to help recreate the minutes, especially those who made motions and 
who seconded them.  Again, Eugene DiNatale accepted the position of Recording 
Secretary only because Local 239 could not get anyone else to step up and volunteer for 
the job.  He would be the first to admit he is not the best notetaker, his computer skills are 
limited, and his spelling is lacking.  But he would not intentionally omit anything from the 
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minutes because they are provided to the International Union and what would be the 
purpose, especially when it relates to these matters?  If Hahn or Liburdi had taken the 
time to interview other members of the Executive Board or some of the membership, they 
would have found that all of these matters were in fact voted on and approved by the 
Executive Board and the membership, both active and retired. 

 
Hahn has also stated that she and Liburdi told Eugene DiNatale that amending the 

minutes would not be right.  First, Liburdi never spoke during the interview at all, and did 
not even identify himself.  Second, over the years there have been many instances where 
minutes have been amended, and it was always discussed and voted on by the 
membership as to whether to amend.  If Eugene DiNatale had amended the minutes in 
any way it would have been brought to the membership for approval, but since he was 
dismissed from the Executive Board by Director Smith there is no opportunity to do this. 

 
As to the Financial Secretary refusing to add Dave Perkins to the Local’s bank 

accounts, McClean did in fact leave the bank without adding Perkins, but we feel he had 
good reason.  McClean solicited input from other people and was told that it was believed 
that it would require at least two  authorized officers to be present to add someone, and 
that McClean should leave the bank and check to see whether he is authorized to add 
someone on his own.  McClean was concerned that he was going to open himself up to 
legal issues if he followed through with adding Perkins, at least at that time.  We are still 
not convinced that this can be performed by only one officer, since then any officer would 
have the ability to add someone to the bank’s list of authorized signers at any time. 

 
In closing, we hope that the PRB considers all facts and the relevant documents 

we have provided in our defense.  We are sure that the International Union could find fault 
with every local in the country regarding proper and completely accurate minutes, but we 
have not attempted to hide anything from the International Union, or our membership.  
That should be evident from the audit performed by Hahn showing that all monies and 
expenditures were accounted for and clearly visible to the auditor.  The International 
Union may not like, or agree, with some of our actions, but they were all done with 
membership approval and knowledge.  Director Smith dismissed a lot of good people who 
volunteered their time and efforts to help the membership of Local 239 and it was all 
based on the word of one person.  We ask that the PRB find in favor of the officers of 
Local 239, reinstate them, and return control of Local 239 to its officers and membership. 

 
DISCUSSION 

Article 12, §3 of the UAW International Constitution authorizes the IEB to impose 
an administratorship upon a local union: 

 
“Where necessary to: 

 
(a) prevent or correct corruption or financial malpractice; 
(b) assure the performance of collective bargaining agreements or 
other duties as a bargaining representative; 
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(c) restore democratic procedures within any chartered subordinate 
body; or,  
(d) otherwise assure carrying out the legitimate objectives of this 
International Union by such subordinate body, 

 
the International Executive Board by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the entire 
Executive Board may, after a hearing, reorganize or disband the chartered 
subordinate body, revoke the charter, suspend any officer or officers from 
office and/or take over supervision of the chartered subordinate body until 
its affairs have been properly adjusted.  In such event, the Board shall 
designate one of its members as administrator who shall have full authority 
over and supervision of all functions of the Local Union and may suspend 
any or all officers and officials of the Local Union and take over their 
functions either as and officials of the Local Union and take over their 
functions either as directed by the Board or in her/his own discretion where 
s/he believes it necessary to accomplish the purposes of the 
administratorship.  The administrator may utilize such staff assistants as 
s/he deems advisable to assist in supervising the affairs of the Local Union.” 
 
As the PRB noted in Grima v. Regional Director, 14 PRB 60, 75 (2008), we have 

had relatively few appeals over the years involving administratorships “suggest[ing] that 
the IEB exercises considerable restraint in its use of the powers conferred upon by it 
Article 12, §3.”  The infrequency of administratorship cases since our Grima decision in 
2008 indicates that the IEB has continued to use its authority sparingly.38  Although we 
acknowledged in Grima that “the IEB has broad discretion under Article 12, §3,” the Board 
also emphasized that there is “an assumption that an administratorship will only be 
employed for very serious deviations from the proper operation of the Local Union under 
the UAW Constitution.”  14 PRB, at 75.  In addition, the Board held that “an 
administratorship is called for only when the problem could not otherwise be addressed.”  
14 PRB, at 75.  We apply the standards set forth in our Grima decision to this case. 

 
Under the UAW International Constitution, an administratorship must be for one of 

the purposes described in Article 12, §3(a) through (d).  Although the purposes are 
broadly stated in the Constitution, they do impose some limitation on the IEB’s authority.  

 
38 Since our 2008 Grima decision, the PRB has not had any appeals directly challenging an 
administratorship.  However, in Anderson-Shearan v. UAW International President, PRB Case No. 1742 
(Feb. 29, 2016), the PRB encountered a situation similar to this case.  In that matter, Ford had announced 
the closure of its Twin Cities Assembly Plant (TCAP).  As a result, the local representing TCAP employees 
dwindled to 20 members.  In response, the IEB imposed an administratorship upon the local under Article 
12, §3, finding that “[t]he funds, property and assets of the local union have become grossly disproportionate 
to the number of members remaining” and that “[t]he administration of the local union’s affairs and 
properties has had significant problems.”  Ultimately, the administrator decided to merge the local into 
another local union.  Appellant sought to challenge the merger.  Although the Board did not directly address 
the propriety of the administratorship, the case shows that the IEB has exercised its authority under Article 
12, §3 in circumstances similar to this case. 
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The fact that the International Union disagrees with a local union’s decisions is not 
sufficient.  It cannot impose its authority over a local simply to save money or achieve 
some other kind of efficiency.  On the other hand, once one of the legitimate grounds for 
the imposition of an administratorship has been established, the only restrictions on the 
IEB’s discretion whether to employ this tool are the principles of fairness and due process 
enunciated in the UAW International Constitution and the Ethical Practices Codes.  Thus, 
when an administratorship is imposed to accomplish one of the purposes set out in Article 
12, §3, an appellant challenging the IEB’s decision has the burden of establishing that 
those principles have been violated. 

 
In support of its decision to impose an administratorship, the IEB relied upon 

Sections 3(a), (c) and (d) of Article 12.  In this case, the IEB reasonably concluded that 
an administratorship was necessary under Section 3(a) to prevent or correct corruption 
or financial malpractice.   In our view, the transfer of $200,000 from the Local’s General 
Fund to its Retired Workers Chapter Fund is the most significant and troubling act of 
financial impropriety cited by the IEB.  This transfer was made at a time when the number 
of active members within the Local was greatly diminished and Local officers were 
inevitably under far less scrutiny than usual from the active membership.  As the 
International Union has explained, Retiree Chapter funds may be used for purposes that 
active member dues may not.  So, the transfer risked violating these restrictions.  The 
International Union has also demonstrated that Local 239 should have sought prior 
approval from the Regional Director before transferring the funds, but failed to do so.39  
In addition, the minutes provided to International Auditor Hahn and the IEB did not show 
proper authorization for the transfer even at the local level.  Under all of these 
circumstances, the IEB had good cause to conclude that an administratorship was 
necessary to prevent or correct financial malpractice. 

 
On appeal, Appellants have produced other minutes showing that the $200,000 

transfer was approved by the Local 239 Executive Board and general membership.  In 
response, the International Union questions whether these newly-provided minutes are 
genuine, noting that Eugene DiNatale had offered to write approval into the Local’s 
minutes retroactively when first confronted by Hahn with the lack of minutes showing 
proper authorization.  Appellants respond that the additional minutes are legitimate and 
contemporaneous, but do not explain why they were not provided to Hahn.  On appeal, 
the PRB is not inclined to investigate further whether the newly-produced minutes are 
bona fide or not.  Assuming arguendo that they are, the Local’s failure to provide these 
minutes to Hahn during her audit, or to transmit them to the IEB for review at its hearing 
a week later -- a hearing for which the Local received due notice and an invitation to 
appear -- shows a lack of cooperation and a refusal to be forthcoming with information 
regarding the transfer.  Based on the minutes shared with Hahn, the IEB reasonably 
determined that the $200,000 was not properly authorized. 

 
39 The International Union has cited its guide entitled “Local Union Financial Officers” which explains that 
transfers between local union funds “must have prior approval from [the local’s] Regional Director.”  Record, 
pp. 416, 419. 
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 In seeking to justify the $200,000 transfer, Appellants claim that the Retiree 
Chapter was instructed to hold the transferred funds separately.  They submit that the 
funds were to be returned to the General Fund in the event GM decided to award a new 
product to the powertrain plant.  We agree with the International that this explanation begs 
the question -- why transfer the money at all?  Appellants have failed to offer any sound 
rationale for the movement of funds.  This too validates the IEB’s decision.  
 
 The IEB also reasonably determined that it was necessary to act in light of the 
impending sale of the Local 239 building.  Auditor Hahn requested information regarding 
the sale during her audit.  She specifically asked whether an appraisal had been done.  
The Local did not provide her with the requested information.  As a result, the IEB’s notice 
of hearing alleged that Local 239 had entered into a contract for sale of the building 
without first obtaining an appraisal or soliciting multiple bids.  In response to the IEB’s 
notice, the Local again failed to provide documentation regarding the sale.  The IEB 
reasonably concluded that the Local’s lack of transparency regarding the disposition of 
its most significant asset suggested financial malpractice. 
 
 Now, on appeal, Appellants have produced two appraisal documents.  They claim 
that Jeff McClean advised Hahn that he could not provide her with a copy of an appraisal 
because it was in the possession of attorney Henry Belsky.  Appellants have also provided 
minutes indicating that the Local 239 Executive Board and membership were informed 
regarding the progress of the sale.  We see no reason why this information could not have 
been provided to Hahn while she was on site conducting her audit, or to the IEB when 
requested for its hearing a week later.  Faced with Appellants’ lack of cooperation, the 
IEB acted reasonably.  Indeed, as it turns out, the hall had been appraised at $1.2 million.  
It remains unclear what the Local intended to do with the substantial sale proceeds given 
that it no longer had more than a handful of active members. 
 
 There is also the matter of the Local’s refusal to add International Servicing 
Representative Dave Perkins to its bank accounts when directed to do so.  This lends 
further support to the IEB’s decision to impose an administratorship to prevent financial 
malpractice.  Appellants concede that McClean left the bank before adding Perkins, but 
claim that McClean had good reason due to doubts that he was authorized to add 
additional signatories on his own accord.  We do not believe that these doubts provide 
sufficient justification to defy a specific directive from the International Union.40  Again, 
Appellants’ lack of cooperation indicates that the IEB correctly determined that an 
administratorship was necessary to address the situation at Local 239.41 
 

 
40 As the PRB noted in Grima, “outright defiance of a specific directive from the International Union” may 
be grounds for an administratorship.  14 PRB, at 76. 
41 In this case, we are satisfied that the problems at Local 239 could not have been addressed adequately 
through means other than an administratorship.  We note that Article 36, §10 provides a mechanism for the 
International Union to exert financial control over a local following a sudden decline in membership without 
displacing the local’s officers.  Given Local 239’s refusal to cooperate, however, especially with regard to 
authorizing access to its bank accounts, the IEB appropriately concluded that a full administratorship was 
necessary. 
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 Although the International Union places considerable emphasis on the alleged 
improper payments to Appellants, the Board finds these aspects of the IEB’s decision 
less compelling as grounds for the administratorship.  Such matters are usually 
addressed through the recoupment process set forth in Article 48, §5 of the Constitution, 
not through the imposition of an administratorship which deprives the entire Local of 
democratic self-governance.42  To be sure, the fact that Auditor Hahn uncovered 
questionable payments to three Local officers in a single audit is troubling and, at 
minimum, suggests loose financial practices.  We also agree that the continued payment 
of Eugene DiNatale as Building Manager following the Local’s loss of nearly its entire 
active membership is suspect.  However, because we believe that the other grounds cited 
by the IEB provide an adequate basis for the decision to place Local 239 under an 
administratorship, we need not and do not decide whether the IEB correctly concluded 
that Appellants received improper payments. 
 
  Having determined that the IEB had legitimate grounds under Section 3(a) to 
prevent or correct corruption or financial malpractice, the Board will not separately 
consider whether the IEB’s decision was also justified under Sections 3(c) and (d).  As 
we stated in Grima, only one of the grounds set forth in Article 12, §3 must be established 
in order for the IEB to initiate an administratorship.43  At this point, the burden shifts to the 
Appellants to demonstrate that the IEB contravened the principles of fairness and due 
process set forth in the International Constitution or Ethical Practices Codes.  We find that 
they have not met this burden. 
 
 Appellants challenge the manner in which the IEB conducted the hearing, which is 
required under Article 12, §3.  In his letter dated July 24, 2019, the Local’s counsel 
objected that the hearing was scheduled on short notice and that support for the 
allegations against Appellants had not been provided in advance.  He also proposed that 
the hearing be moved to Baltimore, although no alternate date was suggested.  On 
appeal, Appellants also argue that the cost of attending the hearing with required 
witnesses would have been over $4,000 and, therefore, the hearing should have been 
held in Baltimore.  In response, the International Union has explained that it “was of the 
opinion that, due to the local union’s shifting of funds and the possibility that the sale of 
the hall could be imminent – something the UAW International Union had been unable to 
determine due to the local union’s refusal to provide Hahn with details about the sale – 
an expeditious hearing was necessary.”44  According to the International, thirteen out of 
the fourteen IEB members participated in the hearing, eight in person and five via 
speakerphone.   
 
 Although the Constitution requires that the IEB hold a hearing in administratorship 
cases, there are no specific requirements concerning the timing or location.  Under the 

 
42 The PRB is aware that the International Union is seeking to recoup monies from some of the Appellants 
under Article 48, §5.  Nothing in this decision should be construed as deciding any matters that might come 
before the Board in a future appeal related to the Article 48, §5 process. 
43 Grima, 14 PRB, at 75. 
44 Record, p. 417. 
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circumstances of this case, we do not believe that the relatively short hearing notice or 
the choice of location was unfair or a violation of due process.  The International argues 
persuasively that, as it appeared from Hahn’s audit, the situation at Local 239 required 
immediate attention.  On the other side, Appellants do not claim that the short notice or 
location prevented them or necessary witnesses from attending, only that last-minute 
airfares were costly.  But, as the Record shows, Local 239 was hardly without the 
resources to have covered these costs and under the circumstances would have been 
justified in doing so.  In any event, Appellants could have provided relevant 
documentation, such as the Local minutes supporting their asserted position that 
payments to Appellants and the movement of $200,000 from the General Fund had 
received membership approval. 
 
 Appellants also object that the IEB did not advise them that Chairman Guy White 
was the source of the initial allegations against them.  They argue at length in their appeal 
submissions that White is an untrustworthy source who bears personal animosity towards 
them.  These arguments are wide of the mark.  Although White’s email prompted the 
International Union to investigate, the IEB initiated the administratorship proceeding 
based upon the findings of Auditor Hahn and Administrative Assistant Liburdi.  It is clear 
from the Record that the IEB did not base any of its findings solely on White’s accusations.  
Therefore, Appellants’ attacks on White’s motives and credibility are irrelevant. 
 
 Lastly, Appellants claim that they informed Secretary-Treasurer Curry and 
Regional Director Smith regarding their intent to sell the union hall.   They claim that Curry 
and Smith advised that the hall could be sold provided the Local obtained Executive Board 
and membership approval.  Even if such conversations occurred, we do not believe that 
it was improper or unfair for the IEB to later conclude that the sale was not proceeding 
appropriately based upon Hahn’s audit and Liburdi’s investigation of the overall situation 
at Local 239 in the wake of the powertrain plant closure. 
 
 The decision of the IEB is affirmed. 
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